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end-cap electromagnetic calorimeter ECAL. The BeamCal is placed just in front
of the final focus quadrupole. A sketch of the layout is shown in Figure 1.

Both calorimeters consist of 3.5 mm-thick tungsten absorber disks, each cor-
responding to around one radiation length, interspersed with sensor layers. Each
sensor layer is segmented radially and azimuthally into pads. The readout rate is
driven by the beam-induced background. Due to the required fine detector segmen-
tation and the high occupancy originating from beamstrahlung and two-photon
processes, both calorimeters need a dedicated low-power fast readout. Front-end
(FE) and ADC ASICs are placed on the outer radius of the calorimeters. In ad-
dition, the lower polar-angle region of BeamCal is exposed to a large flux of low
energy electrons, resulting in depositions up to one MGy for a total integrated
luminosity of 500 fb−1 at 500 GeV. Hence, radiation-hard sensors are needed.

The performance of fully instrumented LumiCal and BeamCal detector planes
was studied in previous beam-test campaigns. Full functionality of single sensor
planes was demonstrated with a signal to noise ratio (SNR) of about 20 for rela-
tivistic single electrons [7]. The next step in the detector prototype development
was to prepare and conduct a beam-test study of a multi-plane structure, per-
formed in October 2014 at the T9 East area of the proton synchrotron (PS) at
CERN. Prototype detector planes assembled with FE and ADC ASICs for Lumi-
Cal and for BeamCal have been built. In this paper, results of the performance of
a prototype of LumiCal, following tests in the CERN PS beam, are reported.

2 Beam-test instrumentation

2.1 LumiCal calorimeter prototype

2.1.1 Mechanical structure

To allow the multiple-plane operation, a mechanical structure to meet the de-
manding geometrical requirements was developed [8]. The required precision of
the shower polar angle reconstruction imposes a precision in the positioning of
the sensors of a few tens of micrometers. The most important component, the
layer positioning structure, includes three aluminum combs with 30 slots each, to
install the sensor with the required precision. Since only four detector planes were
available to measure the longitudinal shower profile, the mechanical structure had
to enable modifications in the prototype layout during the beam test. The overall
view of the mechanical structure is presented in Figure 2.

The LumiCal prototype comprised a mechanical structure of eight tungsten
absorber planes interspersed with four fully assembled sensor planes at different
positions in between.

2.1.2 Absorber and sensor planes

The 3.5 mm thick tungsten absorber plates are mounted in permaglass frames, as
shown in Figure 3. The inserts located on both sides, right and bottom sides of
the permaglass frames, contain small bearing balls providing precisely positioned
support-points for the comb slots. For the test presented here, the sensors were
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of absorber and sensor planes were used to measure electromagnetic showers at
several positions inside the stack.
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Fig. 4: Geometry of the first configuration of the LumiCal detector prototype with
active sensor layers and tungsten absorbers. The Y axis (perpendicular to Z) is
not to scale.

The positioning precision of the supporting structure, as well as the tungsten
absorber thickness uniformity, were extensively tested [8]. The maximum differ-
ences between the nominal and measured absorber plane positions do not exceed
the required2±50 µm. A function test of the fully assembled stack was performed
before installation in the beam test and the full detector prototype functionality
was confirmed.

2.1.3 Detector module

The design of the LumiCal silicon sensor plane in shown in Figure 5. In each
of the sensor planes, the pads 51-64 of sector L1 and 47-64 of sector R1 were
connected. The sensors were read out by pairs of dedicated FE and 10-bit ADC
ASICs. Each channel of the FE ASIC [9] comprised a charge-sensitive amplifier,
a pole-zero cancellation circuit (PZC), and a first order CR-RC shaper. It was
designed to work in two modes: physics mode and calibration mode. In the physics
mode (low gain), the dynamic range of the FE is adjusted to accommodate signals
typically produced by electromagnetic showers, with up to 10 pC collected charge
per channel. In the calibration mode (high gain), the dynamic range covers the
signal amplitudes from relativistic muons to be used for calibration and alignment.
To match the ILC timing, the shaper peaking time, Tpeak, was set to about 60 ns.
The prototype ASICs, containing 8 FE channels, were designed and fabricated in
0.35 µm four-metal two-poly CMOS technology. For historical reasons, in four of
the channels an active MOS feedback was used, with about twice the gain of the
other four with a passive ohmic feedback, called hereafter R feedback.

To analyze the beam-test data and to perform signal pile-up studies, a suffi-
ciently high ADC sampling-rate and very high internal-data throughput between
the ADC and the FPGA-based back-end electronics was assured. An 8-channel
10-bit pipeline ADC ASIC [10] was sampling the signals from the 8 FE ASICs
with 20 MS/s rate. The signals from 32 channels (4 pairs of FE and ADC ASICs)

2This requirement will become relevant when thin sensor planes are used in the future.
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Upon the arrival of a trigger, 32 channels of each plane were recorded with 32
samplings in the ADC, resulting in a total readout time of 1.6 µs per channel.

2.1.4 Calorimeter configurations

For 5 GeV electrons, the expected maximum of the shower is located around
the 6th absorber layer. In order to measure the full shower development, at least
10 instrumented layers would be needed. Since only four readout boards were
available, this condition would be met only with at least three absorber layers
placed between each active sensor layer. However, this leads to a rather small
number of measurements which could result in large uncertainties in the shower
shape. Since the mechanical support structure enables relatively simple detector
geometry changes, a different approach was taken. Three detector configurations
were used, with the active sensor layers always separated by two absorber layers.
By adding additional absorber layers upstream of the detector, the sensor layers
were effectively moved downstream in the shower. The first stack configuration is
shown in Figure 4. A summary of all configurations used is given in Table 1. The
single absorber layer after the last silicon sensor was added in order to account for
backscattering of particles as it takes place in the target detector. The shower can
be therefore sampled up to the 10th layer with a shower sampling resolution of
one radiation length. Since the positions of sensors S1–S3 in the first configuration
are replicated by the S0–S2 in the second one, the measurement results for the
corresponding sensors from both configurations should be almost identical, being
a lever arm to control the stability of the response. The data are combined in order
to imitate the detector prototype comprising nine active sensor layers. Due to a
malfunctioning of the FPGA on the readout board of S3 in the third configuration,
only eight positions are used in the analysis.

Radiation lengths in number of absorber layers

Configuration 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1 S0 S1 S2 S3
2 S0 S1 S2 S3
3 S0 S1 S2 S3

Table 1: Positions of active sensor layers in three configurations expressed in num-
ber of absorber layers (i.e. radiation lengths X0 in absorber) in front of the corre-
sponding sensor layer. S0–S3 stands for Sensor 0 – Sensor 3.

2.2 Beam-test set-up

The PS accelerator provides a primary proton beam with momentum of 24 GeV/c.
The beam for the T9 area is provided in 400 ms long spills with a typical time
separation of 33.6 s between them. The primary beam hits a target, producing the
secondary beam to the T9 area which consists of a mixture of electrons, muons
and hadrons with momenta in the range of 1–15 GeV/c. A narrow band of particle
momenta centered at 5 GeV was selected using a dipole magnetic field and a set of
collimators. Electrons and muons were triggered using Cherenkov counters. A pixel
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stack being read out. Two 5 × 5 cm2 scintillator tiles were placed upstream and
downstream of the telescope and one, with a 9 mm diameter circular hole, was
placed just upstream as shown in Figure 8. Photomultipliers were attached to the
scintillators. In order to ensure that triggers are only generated by beam particles
in the sensitive area of the telescope, the signal from the hole scintillator was set
in anti-coincidence.

The trigger signal was combined with the Cherenkov counters response to
create a trigger for leptons. A fraction of particles passing through the active
area of the anti-coincidence scintillator is not vetoed due to the inefficiency of the
scintillator.

The number of events accumulated is determined by the spill structure of
the beam, the rate capability of the telescope and the small electron content in
the 5 GeV secondary beam. Of the 103–104 particles in the beam per 400 ms
spill with about 2 spills per minute, only 5% were electrons. The trigger rate in
the spill had to be limited, since the MIMOSA-26 chip of the telescope provides
continuous readout and only a small fraction of multiple track events is acceptable.
In addition, the DAQ applied a veto against triggers during event data packing,
thus rejecting some of the valid electron triggers. Typically, a few electron events
per second were registered.

2.2.2 Data acquisition (DAQ)

Two independent DAQ computers were used for the telescope and for LumiCal,
respectively. Figure 9 displays the connections and the flow of information in the
system. In order to monitor and distribute the trigger signal correctly, a trigger

Fig. 9: A schematic of the connections and the path of the signals in the system.
Data is symbolized by a thick arrow, while simple bit information (e.g. the trigger
signal) is symbolized by a thin arrow.

logic unit (TLU) [14] was used. The TLU receives the trigger signal and generates
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an integer TLU number, counting the number of triggers received. The TLU then
passes on the trigger signal and the TLU number to the telescope and the LumiCal,
respectively. In order to preserve the TLU number and the telescope frame number,
a dedicated auxiliary (AUX) unit was used, saving these two numbers for the same
event. The AUX unit was also responsible for delivering a long BUSY signal back
to the TLU in order to veto triggers during the long readout time of the telescope.

For each event, the TLU number from the LumiCal DAQ, the TLU number
from the AUX and the telescope frame number from the AUX were stored to
synchronize the LumiCal and the telescope data.

3 Data analysis

3.1 Telescope alignment and tracking

Since on average for the given trigger and beam intensity a single particle track per
event was estimated, the expected number of hits per event in each telescope plane
is around one. However, the amount of noise hits dominates over hits generated by
the beam particles. The telescope noise is reduced in the analysis by the collinearity
requirement between the four telescope planes for hits belonging to a reconstructed
track.

As the positions of the telescope planes were only roughly set by the telescope
mechanical support structure, an alignment was required to define and correct for
the telescope planes relative positions. This was done using the standard procedure
implemented in the telescope analysis framework (TAF) [15]. The results can be
seen in the hit-maps for the reconstructed tracks, shown in Figure 10. The beam
profile can be clearly seen in the distribution of the reconstructed tracks in the
X-Y plane. In particular, the distribution for the last telescope plane remains, as
expected from the geometry, in very good agreement with the hole in the anti-
coincidence scintillator. From the residuals of the line fit to the track candidates,
a hit resolution of 9 µm was determined [17].

The analysis of track angles and associated energy deposits in the LumiCal
prototype shows that about 3% of all tracks result from noise hits in the telescope
accidentally appearing within collinearity tolerance criteria. These tracks are as-
sociated with LumiCal deposits close to zero. In addition, about 2% of all tracks
can be attributed either to the inefficiency of the anti-coincidence scintillator or
to noise tracks in the telescope associated accidentally to non-zero energy deposits
in the prototype.

3.2 Data processing in LumiCal detector

Since the beam particles arrive stochastically, the LumiCal readout module utilizes
an asynchronous sampling mode. With the rather low expected event rate, 32 ADC
samples per event were collected in order to boost the data processing. First, an
initial treatment of the data was performed followed by reconstruction of signal
amplitudes using a deconvolution procedure [18] .
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Fig. 10: Distributions of telescope hits assigned to a track in the X-Y plane after
data processing, (top part of figure) together with the projection on the X axis
(bottom part of figure). The red circle represents the hole in the anti-coincidence
scintillator. The four figures show the hits in each of the four planes, respectively.

3.2.1 Initial treatment of the data

As can be seen in Figure 11, the baseline in a raw event varies, both in time and
between channels. The baseline of each channel should, in the ideal case, vary in
time only due to random noise generated in the sensor and readout chain. The
spread of the ASIC parameters causes shifts between the channels. In addition,
common mode shifts of the baselines are observed.

The initial treatment of the data includes the baseline and the common-mode
subtraction. These procedures have been optimized in order to achieve the low-
est readout noise and are described in detail in Ref. [16]. After the baseline and
common-mode subtraction, the raw event presented in Figure 11 is transformed
to the event shown in Figure 12.

3.2.2 Signal reconstruction by deconvolution

Since the LumiCal readout utilizes an asynchronous ADC sampling, the pulse am-
plitude is not directly available from the initially processed data and, therefore, has
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Fig. 11: Amplitude in ADC counts as a function of sample number expressed in
ns, for two sets of readout channels, one which contains no signal (left) and one
with the signal (right), for a single event and raw LumiCal data.
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Fig. 12: The distribution presented in Figure 11 after processing the raw LumiCal
data.

to be reconstructed. The simplest reconstruction algorithm is based on a theoreti-
cal pulse-shape fitting. However, the pulse-shape fitting is a rather slow procedure
which requires an initial guess of the fit parameters, and due to the required time
can be done only during the offline analysis. In addition, its complexity would be
even higher if pile-up of signals occurs.

In order to enable a fast amplitude reconstruction, a deconvolution method [18]
is applied for the LumiCal readout. The advantage of this method is the possibil-
ity to implement it inside the system digital signal processing block, significantly
reducing thus the total amount of data transmitted from the detector. A simple
CR − RC shaping was implemented in the LumiCal FE electronics in order to
reduce the complexity of the deconvolution filter [16]. The details of the deconvo-
lution have been discussed elsewhere [7,?].
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After the initial treatment and deconvolution, applied offline, as an example
the signals in the four planes of an electron event in configuration 1 are shown
in Figure 13. The signal amplitudes and number of channels with a signal in
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Fig. 13: The amplitudes as a function of time in the 32 channels of an example
electron event after processing the signal in plane 1 (upper left), plane 2 (upper
right), plane 3 (lower left) and plane 4 (lower right).

neighboring planes show the expected shower development.

3.3 Calibration with Muons and Signal to Noise Ratio

The triggered beam particles contained a few percent of muons. Figure 14 shows
the raw energy spectrum for a beam containing electrons and muons, obtained as
the sum of all 128 channels in the stack for each event. The narrow peak around
120 counts corresponds to the expectations for a muon of 5 GeV and is hence
considered as originating from the muons in the beam. It is well separated from
the wide distribution expected for electrons. Based on the distribution in Figure 14
a threshold of 550 ADC counts was chosen to separate the electron events.

The gain of each channel is determined using the muons in the beam. A convo-
lution of a Gaussian and a Landau distribution is fitted to the measured spectra
of the deposited energy in each channel. Two examples for such spectra are shown
in Figure 15. As can be seen, for MOS-feedback FE channels the gain is about
two times higher and the ratio between the Landau peak position and its width is
smaller than for the R-feedback channels.
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Fig. 14: Energy deposition in the calorimeter for a beam comprising of electrons
and muons.
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Fig. 15: Distributions of the signal amplitudes of muons in the two readout channels
fitted with a convolution of a Gaussian and a Landau distributions. Left: with
MOS-feedback, Right: with R-feedback.

Using the obtained most probable value (MPV) of the Landau distribution
and the noise RMS (RMSNOISE) calculated from baseline fluctuations after de-
convolution, the SNR for each readout board in each configuration is calculated
as:

SNR =
MPV

RMSNOISE
. (1)

The SNR is shown in Figure 16 for the channels of the four different sensor planes.
The SNR of the R-feedback channels is substantially lower than that of the MOS-
feedback ones. This is explained by an increase of the system readout noise in the
four-plane detector setup. The MPV depends directly on the channel gain, while
the noise introduced by the readout electronics comprises a number of components
in the signal processing chain. Since in the past beam-test with a single detector
plane the SNR was similar for both types of channels [7], the improvement of noise
performance of the multi-plane detector setup will be one of the important future
tasks. However, even the lowest SNR values achieved for the R-feedback case are
still sufficient for further data processing.
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Fig. 16: Detailed SNR of all boards in all configurations for FE channels with
MOS-feedback (left) and with R-feedback (right).

In order to use the same energy scale in both data and simulation, the response
for muons was used. The value of the MPV of muon depositions was defined as one
unit of minimum ionizing particle (MIP). This value was used to scale all energy
measurements.

3.4 MC simulation

The beam-test setup was simulated using LUCAS [19], the LumiCal simulation
program. LUCAS is a C++ object-oriented toolkit, based only on GEANT4 [20]
and ROOT [21]. It was derived from the code written for the ILD detector software
package Mokka [22]. In the simulation, the standard QGSP BERT [23] physics list
with the GEANT4 range cut-off of 5 µm is used.

The silicon sensor is implemented as a sensitive area of arc shape and the area
is distributed to virtual cells. The implementation of the sensor includes the PCB
sensor board, with its metalization layer, and the kapton fanout with the copper
traces. The beam was simulated as coming from the telescope area, one meter away
from the LumiCal stack of square shape with an area of 7.6×7.6 mm2. The middle
of the square was shifted so that the ratio of hits between the two connected sectors
will equal the ratio in the data. The extrapolated hit position on the LumiCal front
layer from the simulated tracks is presented in Figure 17. To each hit a color was
assigned, corresponding to the pad where energy was deposited. The track angular
distribution was generated such that the distributions of the track projection on
the X and Y axes reproduce the T9 beam characteristics with an RMS of 0.6 mrad.
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Fig. 17: In the MC simulation, distribution of the extrapolated hit position in the
first layer of LumiCal, with a color code determined by the pad number where the
energy was deposited.

4 Results

4.1 Electromagnetic shower

In order to analyze the longitudinal development of the electromagnetic shower,
the distributions of the sum of the deposited energy per layer, in MIP units, as
shown in Figure 18, are used. From the first configuration, in which the first sensor
layer was placed after one absorber, the energy sum distribution of the first layer is
presented in Figure 18a. From the second configuration where the first sensor layer
was placed after three absorber layers, the distribution of the deposited energy in
layer 5 is shown in Figure 18b and for layer 9 in Figure 18d. In Figure 18c layer 6
is shown, from the third configuration where the first layer was placed after four
absorber layers. In all four cases, also the MC simulation is shown and agrees well
with the measurements.

The uncertainty on the data is dominated by a 5% calibration uncertainty.
This was applied to the average energy measured in six of the nine layers. How-
ever, since layers number 3, 5 and 7 were sampled in both configurations 1 and 2,
the uncertainty was appropriately adjusted. Systematic uncertainties in the sim-
ulation result from the measurement uncertainties of the plate thicknesses which
are estimated using local derivatives of the shape, as done in Ref. [24]. They are
progressively higher towards the last layers, reaching 2% in the 9th layer.

The longitudinal development of electron showers is shown in Figure 19a in
terms of average shower energy deposits per plane as a function of the number
of absorber layers. In Figure 19b the development according to the three differ-
ent configurations are presented, each color represents one configuration. Here
the common layers in different configurations can be compared and are in good
agreement with each other. The results were compared with the prediction of the
simulation, and agreement between the simulation and the data is found within
the uncertainties (not shown for the simulation). The shower maximum is observed
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Fig. 18: Distribution of the energy sum per layer, Elayer, in MIP units, for layers
1 (a) from configuration 1, layers 5 (b) and 9 (d) from configuration 2 and layer
6 (c) from configuration 3. The data (dots) are compared to the MC simulation
(shaded region).

after 6 radiation lengths. The difference in layer 1, where the simulated deposi-
tion is slightly smaller, is understood as due to preshowering caused by upstream
elements.

4.2 Resolution of the position reconstruction

The silicon sensor has a fine segmentation with a pitch of 1.8 mm in its radial
direction (pad), as shown in Figure 5, and, at the location of the beam spot, an
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Fig. 19: Average energy deposited in the detector planes of the LumiCal detector
prototype as a function of the number of tungsten absorber layers for three con-
figurations combined (a) and separately (b). The dots (squares and triangles) are
data and the shaded area corresponds to the MC simulation.

arc length in the azimuthal direction of 2.5 cm with a sagitta of 0.4 mm. For
further consideration it is convenient to use a Cartesian coordinate system in the
transverse plane with the origin coinciding with the shower axis, the Z axis, and
the Y axis running along the radial direction of the LumiCal sensor. In this case
we neglect the arc shape of the pad by considering it as a strip. Denoting Enkl as
the energy deposited in the sensor pad for layer l, sector k and radial pad index n,
the one-dimensional deposited energy distribution for one event along the Y axis
can be obtained from the following sum:

En =
∑

k,l

Enkl , (2)

where the layer index l runs over all sensitive planes in the stack from 1 to 4 and
the sector index k for two sectors according to the part of the sensors connected
to the readout electronics. The energy of a tower at the pad index n is denoted
by En. An example of the En distribution for a single event is shown in Figure 20.
The position of the hit on the surface of the first layer projected to the radial
coordinate, Y , can be estimated as the mean of the Gaussian fitted to the En

distribution.
The distribution of Y is shown in Figure 21. Most of the estimated shower

positions are in the radial pads within the trigger area which spreads over 10 mm.
For comparison, the distribution of the extrapolated radial hit position from the
beam Telescope track is also presented. Both distributions, which correspond to
the beam profile, are in good agreement.

For each event, the reconstructed position of the shower in the radial direction
is compared with the extrapolated track impact point position provided by the
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telescope. The distribution of the difference in the Y coordinate, ∆Y , together with
the Gaussian fit, are shown in Figure 22. Since the telescope position resolution
is much better than that of the LumiCal, the resolution of the latter is obtained
from the standard deviation of the fit of 505 ± 10 µm. This number is the result
of multiple scattering and the statistical fluctuations in the shower development,
and is in rough agreement with that obtained from the simulation, which gives a
resolution of 480 ± 10 µm.

4.3 Molière radius

The Molière radius, RM, is a characteristic constant of a material giving the scale
of the transverse dimension of the fully contained electromagnetic showers initiated
by an incident high energy electron or photon. By definition, it is the radius of a
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Fig. 22: The distribution of the residuals between the reconstructed and the true
position of the showering particle, ∆Y . The curve represents the Gaussian fit to
the distribution.

cylinder with axis coinciding with the shower axis, containing on average 90% of
the energy deposition of the shower.

4.3.1 Calculation of the Molière radius

The Molière radius, RM, is given by [25]

RM = X0
Es

Ec
, (3)

where the multiple-scattering energy Es = 21 MeV, Ec is the critical energy [26],
and X0 is the radiation length of the material. For a composite material or a
construction like the LumiCal prototype used in this beam test, the Molière radius
can be obtained [25] as follows:

1
RM

=
1
Es

∑ wjEcj

X0j
=

∑ wj

RMj
, (4)

where j runs over elements composing the material or the construction, wj is the
mass fraction of the element and RMj its Molière radius.

The LumiCal prototype contains two types of absorbers made of two different
tungsten alloys denoted hereafter as W-93 and W-95. The W-93 alloy contains
W (93%), Ni (5.25%) and Cu (1.75%), the W-95 alloy is composed of W (95%),
and the fractions of Ni and Cu are estimated as 3.5% and 1.5%, respectively. The
Molière radii calculated using formula (4) for the absorber plates, are presented in
Table 2. The table also contains the data for other materials of the stack, like the
silicon sensors and the air gaps between layers and PCB. The total thickness of
each material in the stack for different configurations used during the beam test
and the calculated Molière radii, using Eqn. (4), are presented in Table 3.

It is important for the LumiCal operation to achieve the transverse size of the
electromagnetic shower as small as possible. From Table 2 it can be seen that the
main contribution to the increase of the transverse size of the shower comes from
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material W Cu Ni W-95 W-93 Air Si PCB

density [g/cm3] 19.3 8.96 8.9 18.0* 17.8* 0.0012 2.33 1.7

RM[g/cm2] 18.0 14.0 13.4 17.7** 17.6** 8.8 11.5 10.3

RM[mm] 9.3 15.7 15.1 9.8 9.9 73300 49.4 60.6

Table 2: Summary of all the materials used in the stack setup with their density
and Molière radii. Values marked with * are taken from the manufacturer data
sheet, while those marked with ** are calculated based on the material properties
and weight fractions.

Configuration W-93 W-95 Air Si PCB Total RM

1 10.5 17.5 15.7 1.28 10.0 55.0 18.1

2 17.5 17.5 17.7 1.28 10.0 64.0 17.1

3 21.0 17.5 18.7 1.28 10.0 68.5 16.7

Table 3: Summary of the total thickness in mm along the Z axis of the different
components in the stack, for the different configurations. The calculated Molière
radii (using equation (4)) for the different configurations are given in the last
column.

the air gap between the layers. This is also illustrated in Figure 23 which shows
the Molière radius as a function of the gap size between tungsten plates of 1X0

thickness.
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Fig. 23: The Molière radius of a stack of 1X0 tungsten absorber plates as a function
of the air-gap between them.
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4.3.2 The Molière radius measurement principle

For an average energy density function FV
E (Z, r,ϕ), with V denoting volume, the

total average energy is

Etotal =

∫

FV
E (Z, r,ϕ)dV =

∫

FV
E (Z, r,ϕ)dZdϕrdr . (5)

Assuming that the average energy density function has a radial symmetry, the
expected energy per pad tower is obtained by integration along Z,

∫

FV
E (Z, r)dZ = FE(r) . (6)

As noted before, on average, only 10% of the deposited energy lies outside the
cylinder with a radius of one RM ,

0.9 =
Er<RM

Etotal
=

∫ 2π

0
dϕ

∫ RM

0
FE(r)rdr

∫ 2π

0
dϕ

∫∞
0

FE(r)rdr
. (7)

The LumiCal pads are long (strip like) and act like 1D integrators making it
impossible to directly access the form of FE(r). Neglecting the sagitta of the pads,
the energy density in the Y direction can be expressed as

GE(Y ) =

∫ Xmax

Xmin

FE(
√

X2 + Y 2)dX . (8)

Assuming a parametrized form of FE(r), its parameters can be recuperated by
performing a fit to GE(Y ). Depending on the form of the trial function FE(r),
the integrations (equations (7) and (8)) can be performed either analytically or
numerically.

4.3.3 Energy distribution in the transverse plane

In order to construct the average transverse distribution of the deposited energy
for each n, the distribution En for each event, as shown in Figure 20, had to be
shifted to the same origin. This accounts for the fact that the incoming beam
had a spread. The origin was set to be the center of the middle radial pad of
the instrumented area. Then the average values of En for each n, < En >, were
calculated. To express the fact that the pad index was shifted to a new value, the
shifted pad index will be denoted by m. The index m = 0 is assigned to the central
core of the shower and ranges from -10 to +10 units of pads.

The extrapolated hit position in LumiCal from the reconstructed track in the
beam Telescope was used for the shifting of the data in the Y direction, while in
the simulation the track information was used.

The extrapolated hit position on the face of the LumiCal was also used to
determine the pad (in the Y direction) in which the shower started. Only events for
which the shower started within 600 µm of the pad center were used. In addition,
the difference between the extrapolated hit position in LumiCal and the position
reconstructed from the LumiCal information, was required to be smaller than 2
pads (3.6 mm).
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An example of the energy distributions for the shower core (m=0) and for
that in the wings for pads m=3 and m=-5 are shown in Figure 24. The data are
compared to the simulation and while the shape of the distribution for m=3 and
m=-5 is very well reproduced, a slight shift is observed for the core of the shower.
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Fig. 24: Sum of the deposited energy distribution from configuration 2, in MIP
units, for the radial pads with index m = 0, 3 and -5 from the shower core at
(a) (b) and (c), respectively. The data (dots) are compared to the MC simulation
(shaded area).

For calculating the uncertainty on the average energy of a given tower, the
correlation between towers was checked [34]. Both data and MC simulations in-
dicate that the correlation coefficients are small enough to be neglected and that
energy deposits in the towers can be treated as uncorrelated. Thus the uncer-
tainty of each tower consists of the statistical uncertainty and the 5% systematic
uncertainty from the energy calibration.

4.3.4 Functional form

The average distribution of the deposited energy in the transverse plane is sym-
metric with respect to the longitudinal shower axis and does not depend on the
azimuthal angle. Its radial dependence is characterized by a narrow core and a
broad base. The function used to describe the average transverse energy profile of
the shower is a Gaussian for the core part and a form inspired by the Grindhammer-
Peters parametrisation [31,32] to account for the tails,

FE(r) = ACe
−
(

r

RC

)2

+AT
2rαR2

T

(r2 +R2
T )

2
, (9)

GE(Y ) =

∫ Xmax

Xmin

ACe
−
(√

X2+Y 2

RC

)2

+AT
2(
√
X2 + Y 2)αR2

T

((
√
X2 + Y 2)2 +R2

T )
2
dX . (10)
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Here AC , RC , AT , RT and α are parameters to be determined by fitting the
function to the measured distribution. The range (Xmin, Xmax) is defined by the
sensor geometry which corresponds to two sectors. The integration is performed
numerically. By fitting GE(Y ) to the shower transverse profile, and finding its
parameters, the original FE(r) can be recovered and then used to determine RM
from equation (7).

The form of the function (9) was chosen because it describes best the data,
though it is known [25] that such functions can be used to describe the data only
up to 3.5 Molière radii (99% of the energy containment).

4.3.5 Simulation of a complete Calorimeter

For the numerical integration, the normalization integral in denominator of equa-
tion (7) must be limited by some finite number. The part of the function (9) which
describes the energy deposition far from the shower axis does not provide a fast
convergence of that integral. That is why the solution of the equation (7) may
depend on the upper limit of the integration.

To this end, an additional MC simulation with a slightly modified geometry of
the calorimeter was used in order to estimate the systematic uncertainties caused
by the choice of the trial function (9) and its normalization in (7). For this study,
the sensitive detector of the sampling calorimeter was implemented with a fine
granularity of 0.5×0.5 mm2 and the transverse size of the calorimeter was extended
up to 40×40 cm2. Twenty thousand electrons with 5 GeV momenta were simulated.

In this detailed simulation, 99% of the deposited energy for the second config-
uration of the beam test setup was contained inside an area limited by a radius of
R = 84.5±0.5 mm. This limit was used for the integration of (7) and the right part
of the equation was changed accordingly to 0.9091. This simulation also allowed
to estimate the fraction of the energy collected by the part of the LumiCal sensor
which was connected to the readout electronics (97.8 %) and use this fraction as
an additional condition to constrain the trial function in the fit. Finally it was
established that the effect of the approximation of the circular shape of LumiCal
sensor pads by strips is negligibly small in the center of the distribution (10) and
it is below 2% in the tails where the statistical uncertainty is significantly higher.

4.3.6 Molière radius results

The three configurations, when properly combined, allow to follow the development
of the shower in more detail than each configuration separately and in steps of 1
X0. The average energy deposition in each radial distance from the shower core per
layer is denoted by < Eml >. For the layers that are probed more than once, the
appropriate average is used. The variable < Eml > as a function of the distance
from the shower core, dcore, is plotted for each layer in the lego plot presented
in Figure 25 for data and for MC. The simulation is in good agreement with the
measurements.

In order to build the shower transverse profile for all measured layers, the
average energy deposited per layer, < Em >, is constructed as the sum of < Eml >
over all layers. The shower transverse profile, expressed as the distance from the
shower core, dcore in units of pads, is presented in Figure 26. The fit and the
solution of the algebraic equation (7) were calculated numerically using the ROOT
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Fig. 25: A lego plot of the transverse profile < Em >, as a function of dcore in units
of pads, for each layer from the beam-test data (a) and for the MC simulation (b).

package. For the fitting procedure, the integral of the function inside the bin,
normalized by the bin width, was used.

The results of the calculation are summarized in Table 4, where the Molière ra-
dius is given for the combination of all configurations used in the beam test and
for the corresponding MC simulation. In order to estimate the systematic uncer-
tainty of the numerical calculation, the fit to the shower transverse profile and
the Molière radius extraction was repeated 1000 times for each data set In each
repetition every point in the transverse profile was shifted randomly according
to a Gaussian distribution with a σ equal to the point uncertainty, before the fit
procedure. The simulation results are in very good agreement with that of the
data.

Data MC

RM [mm] χ2/NDF α RM [mm] χ2/NDF α

24.0± 0.6 1.3 1.40± 0.03 24.0± 0.6 0.9 1.28± 0.03

Table 4: The Molière radius results, data and MC simulation, together with the
χ2/NDF and the value of α from the fit to the radial distribution.

The systematic uncertainty was estimated by taking into account the uncer-
tainty of the normalization factor used from the complete calorimeter, from the
integration range in X and of the constraint of 97.8%, also from the complete
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Fig. 26: (a) The shower transverse profile < Em >, as a function of dcore in units
of pads, of the joint distribution of all three configuration from beam-test data
and the MC simulation, after symmetry corrections and fit. The lower part of the
figure shows the ratio of the distributions to the fitted function, for the data (blue)
and the MC (red). (b) The integral on FE(r), I, that was extracted from the fit
in (b). The insert in (b) shows an expanded view of the region 10 < R < 15 pads.

calorimeter. Adding them in quadrature, the total systematic uncertainty results
in ± 1.5 mm. Thus the result of the Molière radius determination is

RM = 24.0± 0.6(stat.)± 1.5(syst.)mm . (11)

It is worth noting that it is not correct to compare directly these results, with
the values obtained from formula (4) and presented in Table 3. The latter assume
that the shower energy is fully measured and do not take ito account the material
distribution.

The value for the Molière radius obtained in the measurement is larger due to
the large space between the layers creating big air gaps. This supports the necessity
of thin sensor layers tightly connected to the absorber plates with minimal air gaps.

5 Conclusions

For the first time a multi-plane operation of a prototype of a luminometer designed
for a future e+e− collider detector was carried out. The test was performed in the
CERN PS accelerator T9 beam line with a 5 GeV beam. The development of
the electromagnetic shower was investigated and shown to be well described by a
GEANT4 Monte Carlo simulation. The position resolution for 5 GeV electrons was
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measured to be 505 ± 10 µm and the effective Molière radius of the configurations
used in this beam test was determined to be 24.0 ± 0.6 (stat.) ± 1.5 (syst.) mm.
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